coatings
for life-changing results

the go-to company
for your biggest coating challenges

• Patented technology
• Customized inorganic coatings
• Nanotextured textured surfaces
• Versatile surface treatments
• Proven coating equipment
• Technical knowledge
• Manufacturing expertise
• True collaboration

Let’s create life-changing results together

Together, we can produce better health outcomes for people around the world. Tell us how we can help you create medical devices that lead today’s market. We can offer you a variety of business arrangements, from licensing to equipment sales and training, right through to full-scale outsourced production.

To find out how your company can benefit from our unique coating technology, please contact us at Isoflux Biomed.

To learn more, visit: IsofluxBiomed.com

contact us today
585.349.0640 x109
info@IsofluxBiomed.com
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The partner you need to bring new medical devices to market

Today there’s more competition than ever in the field of medical devices, and the right partners can provide a true competitive advantage. That’s why design engineers and manufacturers look to us for expertise in solving their toughest coating challenges as they develop life-changing products.

The Isoflux Biomed team is an accomplished group of specialists who hold numerous patents in surface engineering technology. With decades of combined experience in the development of coating processes and equipment, we deliver the surface functionality you need to bring your device to market—so you can offer your customers the reliable outcomes they demand.

At Isoflux Biomed, we specialize in developing coatings and surface treatments that meet precise specifications and functionality. Our unique knowledge in the application of inorganic coatings to medical devices into the marketplace—better, faster and at less cost. Our experience provides you with a real edge in getting your product to market.

We also understand the critical importance of time to market—which means we won’t make empty promises. You can count on Isoflux Biomed’s business model to help you achieve practical, data-driven decisions about the feasibility and solving problems that meet your specific design characteristics.

A company that works as an extension of your business
"Isoflux Biomed enters into a true collaboration with each of our clients. Whether you want to conduct basic R&D or gear up for manufacturing, rely on us to work as an extension of your team. We’re committed to sharing knowledge and solving problems that meet your specific design characteristics."
Let’s create life-changing results together.

Together, we can produce better health outcomes for people around the world. Tell us how we can help you create medical devices that lead today’s market. We can offer you a variety of business arrangements, from licensing, to equipment sales and training, right through to full-scale outsourced production.

To find out how your company can benefit from our unique coating technology, please contact us at Isoflux Biomed.

contact us today
585.349.0640 x109
info@IsofluxBiomed.com
To learn more, visit: IsofluxBiomed.com